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VTA Daily News Coverage for Monday, May 21, 2018 

1. Supporters come out hard as support for Bay Area bridge toll hike is squishy (San 

Francisco Chronicle) 

2. How the ballotbox battle over San Jose's Measure B could decide the future of land 

use in the city (Silicon Valley Business Journal) 

3. Measure 3 seeks to ease traffic congestion by raising Bay Area bridge tolls (San 

Francisco Chronicle) 

4. 13 Bay Area Transportation Projects Get Total Of $660 Million (San Francisco 

Chronicle) 

Supporters come out hard as support for Bay Area bridge toll hike is squishy 

(San Francisco Chronicle) 

With just over two weeks to go before the June election, no one knows how the regional 

measure to raise Bay Area bridge tolls by $3 to pay for transportation projects will fare. 

A KPIX-Survey USA phone poll of 584 likely Bay Area voters between May 10 and May 15 found 

the “Yes” on Regional Measure 3 campaign is leading 40 percent to 34 percent, but more than a 

quarter of those surveyed were undecided. The poll has a margin of error of 5 percent. 

The well-financed backers of the plan — which would hike tolls on all seven of the region’s 

state-owned bridges to pay for $4.5 billion in transportation projects — are gearing up to get it 

across the finish line. 

In recent weeks, the coalition of labor, civic and business organizations has been hitting the 

nine Bay Area counties with customized cable TV ads touting the projects that will benefit each 

area. 

In San Francisco, for example, the ads boast about improvements to Muni and extending BART 

to San Jose. Across the bay in Alameda they highlight plans for a second bay crossing. In Contra 

Costa County, the pitch is for improvements to the Interstate 680-Highway 4 interchange. 

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/matier-ross/article/Supporters-come-out-hard-as-support-for-Bay-Area-12927077.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/matier-ross/article/Power-players-map-strategy-to-get-Bay-Area-bridge-12815570.php


“Our polling shows that when people see the projects, they like them — they want to support 

(the measure) and get those benefits,” said Michael Cunningham of the Bay Area Council, one 

of the many business and civic groups backing the effort. 

But Sue Caro, regional vice chair of the state Republican Party, said what had once been a toll 

to maintain the bridges, would now be used for unrelated projects. 

“It’s what we call a ‘Christmas tree’ program,” Caro said. “They are going to make it look good 

for all of the different nine counties.” 

What their ads don’t mention is the toll hike, which starts at $1 in 2019 and rises to $3 over the 

next six years. 

Nonetheless, Cunningham said, “Traffic is terrible. Improvements are needed. Everyone 

benefits.” 

Back to Top 

How the ballotbox battle over San Jose's Measure B could decide the future of 

land use in the city (Silicon Valley Business Journal) 

You can’t mention living in Silicon Valley without somebody bringing up the housing crisis — 

the million-dollar burned-down shack, down payments that would buy a nice 3 BR, 2 BA on a 

quarter acre in most parts of the country, adult roommates huddling together to pay the rent 

or mortgage, and hundreds of thousands of paper millionaires who can’t afford the price of 

homes they’ve owned for 15 or 20 years. 

Demand is enormous; supply is negligible. And nowhere in the Valley are the crisis and possible 

solutions fretted over more frequently than by San Jose’s City Council, which has tinkered with 

the local rental ordinance three times in the last 13 months, and by its mayor, who wants to 

build 25,000 new housing units by 2022. 

Which is why a senior executive at one of the region’s largest housing developers says he’s 

bumfuzzled that Mayor Sam Liccardo and the council are unanimously opposed to his 

company’s proposal on the June 5 ballot to build more than 900 single-family homes for seniors 

on vacant land in the city's Evergreen area. 

“We’re in a housing crisis,” said Jeffrey Schroeder, senior vice president of Pleasanton-based 

Ponderosa Homes. “God forbid you propose to build any.” 

Yet the response from politicians blue and red, nonprofit housing organizations and advocacy 

groups that normally support housing proposals is that Measure B, the Evergreen Senior Homes 

Initiative, isn’t really about housing. They say it’s an end run around San Jose’s general plan, 

adopted in 2011 after hundreds of hours of meetings and hearings over three years involving 

5,000 participants. 

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/05/17/san-jose-measure-b-evergreen-housing-initative.html?ana=e_sjo_bn_newsalert&u=oboFmgl6no%2FBUgbE98AM%2Bw0d876644&t=1526928530&j=81694971
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/05/17/san-jose-measure-b-evergreen-housing-initative.html?ana=e_sjo_bn_newsalert&u=oboFmgl6no%2FBUgbE98AM%2Bw0d876644&t=1526928530&j=81694971
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/05/10/1375-bird-ave-san-jose-burned-house-price-bid.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/04/25/san-jose-apartment-rental-laws-control-utilities.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/04/25/san-jose-apartment-rental-laws-control-utilities.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/10/02/san-jose-housing-plan-mayor-sam-liccardo.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/10/02/san-jose-housing-plan-mayor-sam-liccardo.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Sam%20Liccardo
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Jeffrey%20Schroeder


“We shouldn’t empower those who have resources to create their own set of rules while the 

rest of us follow the set of rules that have been approved by our democratically elected 

representatives,” Liccardo said. 

The general plan, which is 508 pages long, doesn’t favor the suburban sprawl that’s profitable 

for developers but which the city claims is a drag on its fiscal health. 

The ballot initiative would enact a 361-page ordinance, written by its proponents, that would 

amend the general plan in 60 places, according to a city analysis. But overall, it would do two 

things: 

1. Prioritize senior housing over other types of housing by creating an “overlay” in city 

zoning. The overlay would allow some land set aside for future employment uses to also 

be used for housing for those 55 and older with a caveat: A specific plan for such a 

development would have to win City Council approval. 

2. Create and enact such a specific plan — without City Council approval — just for the 

Evergreen development on a 200-acre industrial-zoned site in East San Jose. Billionaire 

Carl Berg, frustrated by city councils for years in his attempts to develop the tract, wants 

to sell it to Ponderosa and partner Brookfield Bay Area Holdings. Their specific plan 

could only be amended by public vote, not City Council, for 10 years from the date of 

enactment. If any part of the development were challenged in court, the 10-year time 

clock would be halted until the legal process is concluded. 

The overlay would potentially apply to 3,427 acres in the city. If it were all used for senior 

housing — a big “if” — the city estimates it would displace 129,500 jobs the general plan 

forecasts would be created on those properties by 2040. That would turn what is supposed to 

be $89.5 million in net annual revenue to the city into a $17.1 million annual deficit. 

The fact the initiative only creates a specific plan for a fraction of the total industrial land 

theoretically available for housing means Evergreen spokesman Adam Alberti can truthfully say, 

“Nothing in the overlay impacts traffic mitigations, sewer mitigations, anything else.” But the 

specific plan for Evergreen does contain those kinds of exemptions. 

Unable to block an initiative placed on the ballot by a petition drive, Liccardo hurriedly drafted 

a counter — Measure C — unanimously passed by the City Council. It's designed to blunt the 

impact of the Evergreen specific plan by restoring many of the fees waived by the developer 

proposal, raises the percentage of affordable homes to 50 percent and requires senior 

developments to provide access to senior-oriented services such as health and transportation. 

The League of Women Voters came out against Measure B after a six-month study because it 

overturns a tediouslycrafted city policy in one quick vote after what it considers a campaign of 

“deceptive advertising.” San Jose/Santa Clara chapter president Mary Collins said land-use 

advocates are increasingly turning to ballot initiatives to skirt city rules they don’t like. 

http://companies.bizjournals.com/profile/brookfield-residential/619611/
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Adam%20Alberti
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Mary%20Collins


Santa Clara County Republican chairman Bob Nuñez, a Milpitas city councilmember, compared 

Measure B to State Sen. Scott Wiener’s recently defeated SB 827 in the California Legislature 

for how it takes local land-use authority away from local elected officials. 

“What I’ve heard is that there is someone looking at properties in Milpitas that very well could 

go that same way,” he said. 

But why shouldn’t developers turn to initiatives to get what they want if they feel they can’t 

win in City Hall? 

Liccardo said he wouldn’t support the Evergreen plan if Ponderosa and Brookfield filed for a 

zoning change, and he believes few voters have the time to consider all the ramifications of a 

300-page ordinance. 

Usually pro-developer Councilmember Johnny Khamis estimated a rezoning request would have 

a 50-50 chance, but said Evergreen has serious flaws: “If they had said that they would’ve paid 

the traffic mitigation fee, for example, and included low-income housing on the site 

(Evergreen’s specific plan calls for below-market rate housing, but doesn’t guarantee it will be 

built), I probably would have voted in favor of it,” Khamis said. 

In the end, though, it’s not clear that Evergreen would help solve the city’s housing crisis, which 

is what voters say they’re worried about. 

San Jose’s annual housing report, released in March, said 3,100 housing units came online last 

year, just 78 percent of what the city needs on an annual basis. One Evergreen-sized 

development is nearly a third of that total. 

Broken down by income, however, the new housing more than met the housing need for those 

who can afford market-rate homes at 162 percent. The new housing met only 11.4 percent of 

the need in extremely low, very low and low-income groups. 

Seniors able to afford Evergreen’s $1 million-plus market-rate homes already have housing 

here: “Ninety percent — I would venture to say 100 percent — of the people that move into 

this project would be San Jose residents or from very close by,” Ponderosa’s Schroeder said. 

“Sure, luxury housing,” said Collins, local head of the League of Women Voters. “If people can 

afford it, they want it. I understand that. But that isn't our problem. Our problem is homes for 

teachers, homes for the guy who washes my car at the car wash.”  
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Measure 3 seeks to ease traffic congestion by raising Bay Area bridge tolls (San 

Francisco Chronicle) 

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Bob%20Nu%C3%B1ez
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Scott%20Wiener
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Johnny%20Khamis
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/03/21/san-jose-new-housing-development-rhna-market-rate.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/03/21/san-jose-new-housing-development-rhna-market-rate.html
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Measure-3-seeks-to-ease-traffic-congestion-by-12929826.php


BART’s packed, Interstate 80 and Highway 101 are backed up day and night, it takes forever to 

get in and out of Silicon Valley, and places like the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge, which few ever 

figured to be traffic trouble spots, have become hellish. 

The Bay Area’s fragile transportation network is reaching a breaking point. A BART train that 

breaks down in the wrong place will send delays shuddering through the entire system. A big 

crash on one freeway or bridge will lead to hours of backups that radiate through the region. 

With the Bay Area economy booming, the glut of daily commuters is overwhelming the region’s 

highways, bridges and transit systems, and the money it would require to pay for an abundance 

of needed or wanted transportation improvements is in short supply. 

Regional Measure 3 on the June 5 ballot in the Bay Area’s nine counties would tackle that 

problem by raising tolls on the Bay Area’s seven state-owned bridges by $3 over the next seven 

years. 

Transportation officials estimate the toll increase would generate $4.45 billion over the next 25 

years for investments in 35 transportation projects that include a South Bay BART extension, a 

Caltrain extension into downtown San Francisco, increased ferry and regional express bus 

service, highway widenings and the creation of more freeway express lanes. 

“This is a well-thought-out set of projects that’s scaled throughout the region and can make 

everyone’s lives better, reduce the amount of time they spend in their vehicles and allow them 

to have much better transportation options,” said Jim Wunderman, CEO of the Bay Area 

Council. “It’s an opportunity we have to make an investment in the region we love.” 

To pass, the measure needs a simple majority of votes cast in the nine counties combined. It 

would raise bridge tolls by $1 in 2019, 2022 and 2025. 

So tolls would climb from $5 to $8 over seven years on the Richmond-San Rafael, San Mateo-

Hayward, Dumbarton, Carquinez, Benicia-Martinez and Antioch bridges. The Bay Bridge, where 

the current tolls are $6 during peak hours, $5 on weekends and $4 at all other times, would 

cost $9, $8 and $7, respectively, to cross by 2025. 

Tolls on the Golden Gate Bridge, which is owned and operated by an independent district, 

would not be affected. 

As its title suggests, Regional Measure 3 marks the third time Bay Area transportation officials 

have gone to voters in several counties seeking toll increases to fund major transportation 

projects. Both previous measures passed — RM1 in 1988 and RM2 in 2004. 

The first measure helped deliver a new Benicia-Martinez Bridge, a replacement for a span of 

the Carquinez Bridge, widening of the San Mateo Bridge and construction of the Richmond 

Parkway, among others. 

Projects funded by RM2 included the Caldecott Tunnel fourth bore and SMART, the North Bay’s 

commuter railroad. It paid for the Transbay Transit Center, BART’s extension to Warm Springs 

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/bay-bridge-toll-price-hikes-golden-gate-voters-pay-12522258.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Regional-transit-measure-passes-Toll-will-rise-2787432.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Bay-Area-s-first-open-road-tolling-at-new-2545248.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Crockett-proud-to-honor-new-Alfred-Zampa-bridge-2512838.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Caldecott-Tunnel-fourth-bore-opens-4986581.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/BART-extension-to-South-Fremont-set-to-open-11024173.php


in South Fremont and its east Contra Costa extension. It also funded the Oakland Airport 

Connector, the widening of Highway 4, a fleet of ferry boats, and carpool lanes, which are now 

also toll lanes, on Interstate 580 in the Tri-Valley. 

“Imagine what the Bay Area would be like without RM1 or RM2,” said Randy Rentschler, a 

spokesman for the Metropolitan Transportation Commission. “Imagine two lanes on the San 

Mateo Bridge or going back to three bores at the Caldecott Tunnel. Imagine not having a new 

Benicia-Martinez Bridge.” 

The current measure would help fund dozens of transportation projects, all of which are 

supposed to be at least tangentially linked to the state-owned toll bridges or the transit systems 

used to skirt around them. 

Most of the money — about 69 percent — would go toward mass transit projects, with 25 

percent directed to roads and highways and 3 percent dedicated toward each project 

connecting different types of transit and improvements to benefit bike riders and pedestrians. 

Some of the projects reach across county lines and affect most of the Bay Area. Others target 

specific bridge corridors or geographic areas. 

If the measure has any headline projects, they’d probably be the 10-mile BART extension 

through downtown San Jose to Santa Clara and the Caltrain downtown extension to the 

Transbay Transit Center at Mission and Fremont streets in San Francisco. Both are major 

projects, long planned, and short of funding. RM3 won’t assure their construction — federal aid 

will also be needed — but the toll money would bring them much closer to reality. 

Other big investments from the measure would include more than 300 new BART railcars, 

allowing the transit system to expand its fleet; operating funds for the Transbay Transit Center; 

expanded San Francisco Bay Ferry and regional express bus service, money to study a new 

transbay rail crossing, and the creation of more express lanes that allow solo drivers to buy 

their way into carpool lanes. Highway 101 through San Mateo County is likely to be a priority 

for new express lanes, along with Interstate 880 in Alameda County. 

Major highway investments would allow Caltrans to complete the widening of Highway 101 

through the Marin-Sonoma Narrows in the North Bay and rebuild overwhelmed and outdated 

freeway interchanges at Highway 101 and Highway 92 in San Mateo, Interstate 680 and 

Highway 4 in Martinez, and I-80, I-680 and Highway 12 in Fairfield. Flood-prone Highway 37 

across the north end of the bay would get money to help keep it open when it rains. 

A Capitol Corridor train destined for Sacramento arrives at the Amtrak station in Berkeley. 

Improvements to the Capitol Corridor’s infrastructure would be upgraded if voters approve 

Regional Measure 3, which would raise area bridge tolls, except on the Golden Gate Bridge. 

Also included in the measure are some uncommon provisions. For example, it holds the 

promise of a discount — 50 cents in 2019, $1 in 2022 and $1.50 in 2025 — for people who cross 

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/BART-extension-to-South-Fremont-set-to-open-11024173.php


more than one bridge on a single commute. Another would create and fund an inspector 

general for BART to improve its efficiency and monitor spending on capital projects. 

The measure is backed by business groups like the Bay Area Council and Silicon Valley 

Leadership Group and SPUR, an urban-planning think tank. The three have joined forces to 

campaign for the measure, which they consider critical to the future of the Bay Area. 

Carl Guardino, CEO of the Silicon Valley Leadership Group, which has campaigned for passage 

of many regional and local transportation tax measures, likes to say he “hates taxes but hates 

traffic more.” 

He’s been working on the RM3 campaign for months, and said Bay Area residents understand 

the need for the toll increase. 

“What we’ve overwhelmingly found,” he said, “is that when people see the list of projects, they 

understand it is a regional effort, and they say, yes, we need and support the investment.” 

No organized campaign has surfaced to fight RM3’s passage but critics include an East Bay 

congressman, a Silicon Valley mayor and a Marin environmentalist and MTC critic, all of whom 

have been vocal in their opposition. 

Rep. Mark DeSaulnier, D-Concord, argues that the measure is a bad deal for East Bay residents 

who use the bridges more and, therefore, pay most of the tolls while Santa Clara County, which 

has far fewer toll payers, is getting a disproportionate share of the money. Cupertino Vice 

Mayor Rod Sinks persuaded his City Council to oppose RM3, saying it steers too much money to 

San Jose while neglecting the west side of the Santa Clara Valley, whose highways are choked 

with congestion. 

“There are no projects on this side of the valley — and we are impatient,” he said. “We have to 

bring people to work in our cities, and this does nothing toward that.” 

David Schonbrunn, a Marin resident who heads Transportation Solutions Defense and 

Education Fund, submitted voters pamphlet arguments against RM3. He says the measure will 

exacerbate, not reduce, congestion, and ignores the need to get people to share rides rather 

than drive alone. 

Instead of creating a regional network of express lanes that encourage solo drivers, and 

building costly transit projects, he said, the MTC should promote and encourage the use of 

carpool lanes. 

“This is not about building stuff,” he said. “This is about changing behavior.” 

Rentschler, the MTC spokesman, said he understands opponents who think they’re being left 

out, and he cautioned that even if RM3 passes, it won’t make all of the Bay Area’s traffic 

troubles disappear or fund all of its transit needs, like a second transbay rail crossing. 



“Considering all the fixes we need in the Bay Area, there are going to be people upset they 

don’t get theirs included,” he said. “I get it. It doesn’t take more than a day driving around in 

the Bay Area to figure we can’t get all the infrastructure relief we need from RM3. We need 

more.” 

Back to Top 

 

13 Bay Area Transportation Projects Get Total Of $660 Million (San Francisco 

Chronicle) 

Thirteen Bay Area transportation projects were promised more than $660 million from the 

money expected to be raised by Senate Bill 1, transportation officials said Wednesday. 

The highway, transit and goods-movement projects received the awards through three 

competitive state programs established by SB 1, legislation including a gas tax that went into 

effect in November. The California Transportation Commission is administering the awards. 

The largest of the California Transportation Commission awards for the Bay Area is a $233 

million commitment to Caltrans and the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Agency. This award 

comes through the Solutions for Congested Corridors program, according to the Bay Area's 

Metropolitan Transportation Commission. 

BART's board of directors met this morning in Oakland to consider options for cutting expenses 

and increasing fare revenues in response to a projected budget shortfall of more than $30 

million. 

The project would establish express lanes along both directions of U.S. Highway 101 from state 

Highway 237 in Mountain View through San Mateo County to Interstate Highway 380 near San 

Francisco International Airport, according to the MTC. 

The billions expected to be raised by SB 1 would primarily come from a 12-cent-per-gallon hike 

in the gas tax, a 20-cent hike in the per-gallon tax on diesel fuel and a new annual vehicle fee 

called the "Transportation Improvement Fee." 

The money is intended to fix potholes, repave roadways, reduce congestion and improve public 

transportation, among other things. 

SB 1 has encountered pushback. Democratic state Sen. Steve Glazer, whose East Bay district 

includes Walnut Creek, Antioch, Pleasanton and Livermore, voted against the bill. 

Glazer said the bill failed to ensure that any new transportation funding given to local 

transportation agencies be used only for the purposes intended. 

Some Republicans are advocating for a repeal of the law, and there has been talk of an initiative 

for the November ballot to that effect. 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/bayarea/article/13-Bay-Area-Transportation-Projects-Get-Total-Of-12927044.php


In the awards announced Wednesday, Caltrans was allocated $85 million to complete the final 

Sonoma County portion of the multi-phase widening of Highway 101 through the Marin-

Sonoma Narrows, the MTC said. This grant also was awarded through the Solutions for 

Congested Corridors program. 

The Port of Oakland will benefit from $187.4 million in 2018 Trade Corridor Enhancement 

Program Grants to construct two projects of its GoPort program: the Seventh Street grade 

separation and the Freight Intelligent Transportation System. 

Of the $187.4 million, $175 million will go toward the Seventh Street grade separation, which 

will carry Seventh Street over railroad tracks serving the port, according to the MTC. The 

Alameda County Transportation Commission is the recipient of the $175 million through the 

corridor enhancement program. 

The Freight Intelligent Transportation System will cost $12.4 million. 

Also under the enhancement program, Caltrans and the Solano Transportation Authority were 

awarded $53 million to begin a second phase of the reconfiguration of the Cordelia Junction 

between Interstate Highway 80 and state Highway 12. 

The VTA is slated to receive $4 million to develop plans for a new Highway 101/state Highway 

25 interchange south of Gilroy and $4 million was awarded for the City of Emeryville to improve 

at-grade rail crossings. 

Projects approved by the California Transportation Commission under the competitive Local 

Partnership Program include $34 million to the Contra Costa Transportation Authority to 

upgrade the Interstate Highway 680/state Highway 4 interchange. 

Also under the partnership program, $20 million was promised for San Mateo County agencies 

to advance the Highway 101 Express Lanes project; $17 million for the VTA to improve the 

Highway 101 and Highway 237 interchanges with Mathilda Avenue; $15 million for the Alameda 

Contra Costa Transit District to buy hybrid buses; $7 million for improvements to Jefferson 

Street in San Francisco; and $3 million to upgrade Rumrill Boulevard in San Pablo. 

Back to Top 

 

 

 
Conserve paper. Think before you print.  
 



From: VTA Board Secretary  

Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 10:13 AM 

To: VTA Board of Directors; VTA Advisory Committee Members 

Subject: Please follow VTA on social media  

 

VTA Board of Directors and VTA Advisory Committee Members:  

 

Please follow VTA on social media to keep you updated with the latest VTA news, 

campaigns and promotions! Please feel free to share our posts with your constituents 

and network.  

 

Our social media handles are noted below.   

 

Facebook 

 http://www.facebook.com/scvta 

 http://www.facebook.com/bartsv 
 

Twitter 

 @VTA 

 @VTAservice 

 @BARTSV 

 @VTAcareers 
 
Instagram 

 @SCVTA 
 

YouTube 

 http://www.youtube.com/scvta 
 

Thank you.  
 

 
Board Secretary’s Office 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 
3331 North First Street, Building B 
San Jose, CA 95134-1927 
Phone 408-321-5680 
board.secretary@vta.org 
 

 

http://www.facebook.com/scvta
http://www.facebook.com/bartsv
http://www.youtube.com/scvta
mailto:board.secretary@vta.org


From: VTA Board Secretary  
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 10:53 AM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: From VTA: May 22, 2018 Media Clips 
 

 

VTA Daily News Coverage for Tuesday, May 22, 2018 

1. Mayoral Roadshow for RM3 ( links to various outlets) 

2. Bridge toll hike leads in polls (SFCurbed.com) 

3. Mayors Farrell, Schaaf, Liccardo Pledge Support For Bridge Toll Hike (Bay City News) 

4. What can Texas teach California about high-speed rail? (Silicon Valley Business 

Journal) 

 

Mayoral Roadshow for RM3 ( links to various outlets) 

KCBS Radio 

KTVU Ch. 2 

KRON Ch. 4 

KPIX Ch. 5 

NBC Bay Area  
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Bridge toll hike leads in polls (SFCurbed.com) 

A June ballot measure that would raise tolls on almost a llBay Bridge bridges leads in the most 

recent poll. However, over a quarter of those asked are still undecided. 

Regional Measure 3, originally written by State Senator Jim Beall of San Jose, qualified for the 

ballot in February and would raise billions for regional transit projects by increasing tolls on all 

regional bridges, except the Golden Gate Bridge, three dollars by 2022. 

Bottom of Form 

http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTk4MzQ2MjUmTURTZWVkPTM5MTkmVHlwZT1NZWRpYQ%3D%3D
http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTk4MzQ2NjAmTURTZWVkPTM0OTkmVHlwZT1NZWRpYQ%3D%3D
http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTk4MzQ2NzkmTURTZWVkPTU5MTAmVHlwZT1NZWRpYQ%3D%3D
http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTk4MzQ5NDYmTURTZWVkPTg2NjImVHlwZT1NZWRpYQ%3D%3D
http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTk4MzQ5ODMmTURTZWVkPTk0NjMmVHlwZT1NZWRpYQ%3D%3D
https://sf.curbed.com/2018/5/21/17376308/bay-area-bridges-bridge-poll-toll-hike-election
https://sf.curbed.com/2018/2/13/17008462/bridge-toll-hike-regional-measure-board-supervisors-sf


By signing up, you agree to our Privacy Policy and European users agree to the data transfer 

policy. 

To pass, the measure needs a majority in all nine Bay Area counties. Predicting its fate seems 

tricky, because the programs that would benefit (including BART expansion to San Jose) are 

popular, but the prospect of $9 fees on the Bay Bridge and $8 charges on everything else is a 

tough pill. 

Last week, KPIX conducted a survey of 584 Bay Area voters and found that 40 percent support 

Regional Measure 3, with 34 percent against it. 

Critically, 26 percent say they still haven’t made up their minds about it. 

Regional Measure 3 has done well at voter polls. In July of last year, 56 percent of those 

surveyed said they supported it. In December, it was 54 percent. 

The diminished returns in the KPIX poll might mean that voters are getting cold feet as election 

time gets nearer. The San Francisco Chronicle notes that heaps of money is going into ad 

campaigns to sway sentiment on the measure. 

But it could also mean one or more of the polls are fluky, because, alas, that’s the nature of 

polling. The fact that a “yes” for the measure have consistently lead for 10 months should 

hearten backers if nothing else. 

An analysis by Solano County’s legal advisor Dennis Bunting of the potential windfall is the 

measure passes breaks down the numbers: 

By law, the Bay Area Toll Authority (Authority) would have to use 16 percent of the funds from 

these toll increases to pay for up to $60 million in designated annual transportation operating 

programs. The Authority would have to use the remaining available funds, which the Authority 

estimates will total $4.45 billion, for designated transportation capital projects throughout the 

Bay Area. 

Bunting goes on to notes that “after 2025, tolls could be increased for inflation.” 

Back to Top 

Mayors Farrell, Schaaf, Liccardo Pledge Support For Bridge Toll Hike (Bay City 

News) 

The mayors of the three largest Bay Area cities today announced their support for a regional 

measure that aims to help solve the Bay Area's traffic woes by raising tolls by as much as $3 on 

the region's seven bridges. 

During a news conference at the San Francisco Ferry Building this afternoon, San Francisco 

Mayor Mark Farrell, Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf and San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo all voiced 

their support for the measure. 

https://www.voxmedia.com/pages/privacy-policy
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Regional Measure 3 would use revenue from a phased-in toll increase on the Bay Area's seven 

state-owned bridges to fund a $4.5 billion slate of highway and transit improvements in the toll 

bridge corridors and their approach routes.  

"Everybody in San Francisco knows that our infrastructure and transportation system is 

struggling. Our trains are more crowded than ever before, our buses are more crowded than 

ever before... our roads are more congested than they have ever been," Farrell said. "RM 3 is a 

game changer, not only for San Francisco, but for the Bay Area." 

Some the projects include the purchase of the new BART cars, extending BART's Silicon Valley 

service to Santa Clara, extending Caltrain to downtown San Francisco, expanding the San 

Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency's bus fleet, expanded ferry service, building a direct 

highway connector between northbound U.S. Highway 101 and the Richmond San Rafael Bridge 

in Marin County and improving state Highway 37 between Sonoma and Solano Counties, 

among many other projects. 

"This region needs help. RM 3 is about saving the planet and saving our sanity. As commuters 

here in the Bay Area, we are tired of being jammed up and kept away from our families while 

we wait in traffic on Bay Area roads," Schaaf said. 

"When I look at these investments, it's not just as a mayor, but as a steward for this whole 

region," Schaaf, who is also a commissioner for the Metropolitan Transportation Commission, 

said. 

"In Silicon Valley, we're certainly proud to lead in the development of supercomputers, but 

here in the Bay Area, we also lead in the supercommuters - commuters who spend at least 90 

minutes to get to work on any given day," Liccardo said. 

"The time is certainly overdue for regional thinking and thinking action," Liccardo, who also 

serves as an MTC commissioner, said. "The Bay Area has very unique problems and requires 

specific, thoughtful and comprehensive solutions by and for the Bay Area." 

According to the measure, the region's state-owned bridges would see a $1 toll increase 

starting on Jan. 1, 2019, then another $1 increase in January 2022 and a final $1 increase in 

January 2025. 

Tolls haven't increased on the bridges since 2010. 

The Golden Gate Bridge, which is owned by a separate authority, would not be affected by the 

toll increase. 

Opponents of the measure have argued that the increase on bridge tolls would be a strain on 

middle-income Bay Area residents who travel on bridges daily to get to work. 
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What can Texas teach California about high-speed rail? (Silicon Valley Business 

Journal) 

In a fast-growing state that’s home to two of the nation’s most powerful local economies, a lot 

is riding on trains that will someday hurtle between them at 200 miles per hour. Tens of billions 

of dollars are being spent on high-speed rail in a bid to support rapid urban job growth, slow 

suburban sprawl, ease congestion and close a widening economic divide between urban and 

rural communities. 

It’s the most ambitious, complicated and expensive prospect for the state to build its way out of 

fast-evolving 21st century growing pains. But try telling that to angry residents in the proposed 

building path, or to critics sharpening the knives at every upward budget revision. 

That state is Texas, where a 240-mile, $15 billion Dallas-to-Houston high-speed rail project is 

about to get under way. To be sure, the scale and nature of the obstacles standing in its way 

have a very familiar ring to the government agency overseeing the construction of California’s 

initial 520-mile, $77 billion high-speed rail system that will one day link the Bay Area to Los 

Angeles. 

But behind the similarities, the nation’s two biggest high-speed gambles are very different 

wagers on the best way to reach their destination. Where California is relying on large 

quantities of public money, Texas’ effort is bankrolled by private investors, driven largely by the 

real estate opportunities they expect to arise at both ends of the line and at a station in 

between. 

“There’s so much that’s very similar and so much that’s very different because of their private 

position,” said Frank Vacca, chief program manager at the public California High-Speed Rail 

Authority. “From a technical perspective, the actual engineering and technology of high-speed 

rail — the tracks, the signals, the types of trains that we’ll be using — are all very similar.” 
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Enlarge 

Frank Vacca 

The race between California and Texas mirrors the longstanding political and economic 

differences — and often, open rivalry — between the two states. Texas governors, mayors and 

business boosters have for decades touted the state’s model of low regulation and low taxes to 

California companies and wealthy residents seeking a reprieve from Golden State costs and red 

tape. Texas is taking the same approach to high-speed rail. 

“When you connect the fourth and fifth largest economies in the country in a reliable way, you 

create a super-economy,” said Holly Reed, managing director of external affairs for project 

developer Texas Central Partners. “Free-market principles are driving every decision that’s 

made.” 

Public vs. Private 

The Texas project was proposed in 2014 by a group of financiers, real estate developers and 

entrepreneurs. Construction on the Houston-to-Dallas system was originally projected to begin 

in 2016, followed by service on the 90-minute journey at prices “comparable to a plane ticket” 

by 2021, according to reporting by the Dallas Business Journal (a sister publication to the 

Business Times). Reed said construction could now start as soon as next year, with 5 million 

annual riders expected by 2025. 

Long-term patience is key to the investor-owned business model, since Texas Central’s private 

backers have invested heavily in land primed for new hotels, housing and commercial 

development around three planned stations. The speculation-as-infrastructure-subsidy 

approach has also been deployed with success in Japan and other markets with investors willing 

to wait for their return. 

“Entrepreneurial risk will be borne by investors who understand that,” Texas Central President 

Tim Keith told the Dallas Morning News last year. “The appetite for infrastructure assets by 

global investors is huge.” 

In California, Vacca said he and his team at the rail authority are bound by stricter building and 

procurement rules in exchange for access to federal and state funds. Beyond requirements that 

the project is built with U.S. materials and by diverse contractors, California’s higher land and 

labor costs also drive up the project price tag here. 

By the time the system is built, land, right of way and sitework alone are expected to cost $18 

billion — more than the cost of the entire Texas system, according to an updated California 

high-speed rail business plan released last year. Rising values during the current real estate 

upcycle make it especially difficult to account for those expensive variables, Vacca said. 

“Sometimes your success creates some challenges,” he said. 

https://www.bizjournals.com/
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When it comes to revenue strategies that could help recoup those costs, Vacca said part of the 

mandate with taxpayer money is thinking big picture about public benefits. 

“We are interested in commercial development and trying to generate subsidies both short-

term and long-term,” Vacca said. “But we’re conscious of the fact that we’re using public funds 

here. We want to make sure that we bring a benefit.” 

“This is not just about a train in California,” he said. “It’s about what it does in terms of 

connecting regions, employment, environmental. It’s about how it’s going to grow some of 

these cities.” 

The $77 billion cost is for now a rough estimate. The draft business plan released in March by 

the California High-Speed Rail Authority projects a cost range of $63 billion to $98 billion to 

complete the Anaheim to San Francisco first phase of the project by 2033. 

If you build it, will they ride? 

Conservative-leaning skeptics like the Reason Foundation say both states have underestimated 

the cost and overstated the ridership of high-speed rail in the car-centric United States. 

Texas’ enthusiasm for its privately funded model diverges from how high-speed rail has been 

developed elsewhere in the world, such as Japan, Europe and China. That’s because public 

agencies are historically better built to withstand long, messy infrastructure projects, said Andy 

Kunz, president and CEO of the U.S. High Speed Rail Association. 

“The potential downside with a private group is as soon as they hit too many obstacles or too 

many lawsuits, they just say, ‘Screw it,’” he said. 

Kunz said his pro-high-speed rail group is agnostic about business models but sees California 

getting “the best of both worlds” with government ownership but eventual management by a 

private operator. 

California’s plans call for a second phase expanding south to San Diego and branching north 

through the Central Valley to Sacramento. In Texas, adding other cities later through either 

private or a yet-undefined public-private approach is not out of the question. 

“There isn’t a speech I give where I don’t hear, ‘When are you going to Austin? When are you 

going to Fort Worth?’” said Reed of Texas Central. “That could be investor owned. It could be a 

blend.” 

Bay Area in the crosshairs 

The headline benefit of California High-Speed Rail is making the journey from San Francisco to 

Los Angeles in three hours (vs. six and a half hours via car). 

Also at issue in the Bay Area is how it might affect the rise of what the U.S. Census Bureau calls 

“megacommuters,” people who travel more than 90 minutes and 50 miles each way daily, 



often because it’s where they can afford housing. More than 100,000 people now fit that 

definition, a number that doubled between 2005 and 2016, according to census data analyzed 

by data service ApartmentList. 

High-speed trains providing direct access to major job markets in San Jose and San Francisco 

might be welcome news for Central Valley commuters, who now either drive or navigate a web 

of Amtrak, BART and sparse local transit options. The number of people commuting from the 

Northern San Joaquin Valley to the Bay Area alone more than doubled to 64,930 people a day 

as of 2013, according to a Bay Area Council report using the most recent data. Today, anecdotal 

reports suggest the number is much higher. 

Still, some development advocates contend that high-speed rail is most valuable as a regional 

connector that links with better localized transit systems, facilitating growth on both ends of 

rail lines instead of the Bay Area alone. That may depend on ticket prices, which likely won’t be 

finalized until a private operator is selected. 

“The goal of the system is not to deliver commuters from the Central Valley to the Bay Area,” 

said Egon Terplan, regional planning director for urban planning think tank SPUR. “There will 

also be companies that locate in downtown Fresno or downtown Bakersfield.” 

Downtown construction on high-speed rail is already under way in Fresno, where the city has 

seen a nascent increase in new business activity. Whether that momentum can be sustained — 

or extended to cities like Stockton and Modesto, which are not slated to be connected until the 

second phase of the project — is an open question. Especially in a state with an increasingly 

prominent gap between coastal prosperity and inland economic stagnation. 

“Since the 1970s, there hasn’t been as strong of a statewide vision to change the pattern of 

growth,” Terplan said. 

Beyond the end of the line 

At the U.S. High Speed Rail Association, Kunz said international examples could provide comfort 

for potential station towns outside the inner Bay Area. Look at Lille, at the end of the line for 

the Paris high-speed rail system, he said 

“I was just there,” Kunz said. “The trains are packed both directions. That just shows you it 

actually is an equalizer.” 

California and Texas are by no means the only games in town. In another fast-growing tech hub, 

the Pacific Northwest, mega-employers are starting to align with commercial real estate 

developer Bradley C. Perkins on his proposed Cascadia High-Speed Rail system from Eugene, 

Oregon, to Vancouver, British Columbia. 

“Portland to Seattle has a lot of promise. You’ve got both Microsoft and Amazon,” Kunz said. 

“Both of them are coming out in support of this because the traffic in the Seattle area is 

paralyzing their ability to grow.” 



With high-speed rail advocates in New England, Denver and beyond also watching closely, the 

latest showdown between the Golden State and the Lone Star State will double as a proving 

ground for the best way to make 21st Century connectivity a reality. 

How, and how quickly, high-speed rail develops has huge stakes for the Bay Area. Amid intense 

local debate about building for population density in cities like San Francisco, Oakland and Palo 

Alto, statewide high-speed rail would better connect those urban cores with cities and towns in 

the deep East Bay and Central Valley that are already experiencing coastal overflow. 

“The question here about what happens to the workforce in Northern California is uncertain,” 

said Egon Terplan, regional planning director for urban policy think tank SPUR. “People are 

commuting these long distances already. And we know that certain economic functions have 

left the core of the Bay Area and are happening in some of these areas.” 

Such linkages between transit and local development plans would be a shift for the Bay Area, 

Terplan said. Existing transit systems, like BART, have historically “disaggregated” the two, 

pushing SPUR and other pro-development groups to advocate for proactive local zoning 

measures and downtown planning to take advantage of future transit-oriented development. 

“It changes not just California and connecting the regions of California, but it sets the stage for 

North American high-speed rail,” said Frank Vacca, chief program manager for the California 

High-Speed Rail Authority. “It’s a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.” 

 
PARALLEL PATHS 

California and Texas are both driving toward high-speed rail connectivity, but their paths in 

pursuit of that goal are polar opposites. 

DISTANCE 

California: 520 miles (phase 1, Anaheim to S.F.) 

Texas: 240 miles 

SPEED 

California: 3 hours from L.A. to S.F. 

Texas: 90 minutes from Houston to Dallas 

STATIONS 

California: 15 (first phase)  

Texas: 3 

COSTS 

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Frank%20Vacca


California: $77 billion (rang: $63-$98 billion) 

Texas: $15 billion  

FUNDING 

California: Federal, state, undetermined 

Texas: 100% private investors 

TIIMELINE 

California: Central Valley completion 2022, Silicon Valley by 2029, statewide by 2033 

Texas: 2024 

RIDERSHIP 

California: 5.7 million per year Central Valley to Silicon Valley by 2029; 23.6 million statewide by 

2033 

Texas: 5 million by 2025 

ENERGY 

California: 100% electric 

Texas: 100% electric 

DEVELOPER 

California: California High-Speed Rail Authority (public) 

Texas: Texas Central Partners (private investors) 

OPERATOR 

California: Private operator to be selected 

Texas: Texas Central Partners 
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VTA Daily News Coverage for Wednesday, May 23, 2018 

1. Interview with BART’s Grace Crunican and Paul Oversier (KQED 

Forum) 

2. San Jose voters could see $750 million bond measure on 

November ballot (San Jose Mercury News) 

Interview with BART’s Grace Crunican and Paul Oversier (KQED Forum)  

Clip 1 (BART to San Jose) 

Full replay (click on “Listen”) 

Back to top  

San Jose voters could see $750 million bond measure on November ballot (San 

Jose Mercury News) 

For the first time in 15 years, San Jose voters may see a general obligation bond measure on the 

November ballot to fund street repaving, playground repair or other projects that would improve the 

city. 

The city is facing a budget shortfall of more than $40 million over the next few years and a $1.39 billion 

backlog in unmet infrastructure needs. 

“There’s a major issue here that we’re not going to make up in any other way,” Councilman Don Rocha 

said during Tuesday’s City Council meeting. 

But it’s not clear San Jose residents would support a new tax, which would need to pass with a two-

thirds vote. 

The details of the possible bond measure, including the exact amount and what it would fund, are still 

being worked out. But a recent survey of 781 voters in the city found that just 62 percent would support 

a $750 million bond measure to upgrade 911 communication to improve emergency response, fix roads 

and repair libraries, among several other projects. 

http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTk4NDEwNjkmTURTZWVkPTg2NTUmVHlwZT1NZWRpYQ%3D%3D
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https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/03/20/san-jose-mayor-sam-liccardo-wants-15-5-million-reserve/


According to a memo from the chief of staff in the city manager’s office, Lee Wilcox, and Director of 

Finance Julia Cooper, the average homeowner would pay an annual tax of $127.57 a year if voters 

passed a $750 million bond. 

Even when pollsters reduced the bond amount to $150 million, support did not go up. 

Councilman Johnny Khamis understands the wariness. People are “tax burdened,” he said, and he’s 

concerned about the idea of going to voters without specific projects in mind. 

Typically, cities have some flexibility in how they spend money from such a bond measure. But voters’ 

expectations and the city’s ability or inability to deliver on projects from earlier bond measures will be 

key factors on whether the council can drum up enough support for a November measure. 

Councilman Sergio Jimenez said during the council meeting that he would have a hard time asking 

residents in his district to support the idea after a police substation funded by a 2002 bond measure sat 

vacant. 

Residents see it as “a symbol of government inefficiency and waste,” Jimenez said. “For me it’s going to 

be very challenging.” 

A fire station voters hoped for in Willow Glen also never materialized. 

“How do we prevent the same thing from happening again?” Jimenez said. 

The recession posed serious challenges for the city and San Jose experienced shortfalls it hadn’t 

anticipated facing. Voters approved a $212 million libraries bond and a $228 million parks bond in 2000. 

In 2002, the city passed a $159 million general obligation bond measure that helped fix fire stations and 

other city facilities. But the funding didn’t cover all of the projects, and more needs have emerged in the 

meantime. 

Residents have been particularly vocal about demanding better roads, and there’s a chance the city 

could go to voters with a more palatable measure specifically to repair streets. 

Mayor Sam Liccardo said he is open to the idea, and Councilman Chappie Jones indicated he’d back that 

approach. But that could limit the city’s ability to boost its emergency preparedness. 

“I don’t want us to be over cautious again,” Rocha said. 

Wilcox, Cooper and their teams will continue finessing a possible ballot measure over the next few 

months and will return to council before the August 10 deadline for submitting ballot measures with a 

final proposal, including a possible project list. 

“I look forward to continued conversation on this item,” Liccardo said. 

Back to top  
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VTA Daily News Coverage for Friday, May 25, 2018 

1. FTA makes grants available for TOD planning (Progressive Railroading) 

2. Google unveils broad vision for San Jose's Diridon Station as some community 

members rally to halt the plans (Silicon Valley Business Journal) 

3. CA: Majority of California Voters Want to Repeal Gas Tax Increase, Poll Finds (Mass 

Transit Magazine) 

4. Opinion: Why it’s time to get on board high-speed rail project (Mercury News) 

5. Letter: Regional Measure 3 is unfair (Benicia Herald) 

 

FTA makes grants available for TOD planning (Progressive Railroading) 

The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) yesterday announced the availability of $25.8 million 

in grant funds to support planning for transit-oriented development (TOD). 

 

The competitive grant funds will be distributed under the FTA's Pilot Program for Transit-

Oriented Development Planning, which provides funding to integrate land use and 

transportation planning along eligible transit projects, FTA officials said in a press release. 

 

The grants will fund comprehensive planning to support transit ridership, multimodal 

connections and mixed-use development near transit stations. 

 

"It is important for communities and transit agencies to comprehensively plan their public 

transportation systems to improve mobility and access to transit," said FTA Acting 

Administrator K. Jane Williams. "This program is an excellent opportunity for cities and towns to 

maximize transit-oriented development around their transit systems and ensure they are 

capturing the value associated with transit." 

 

The FTA's notice of the grant funding has been posted in the Federal Register. 

https://www.progressiverailroading.com/federal_legislation_regulation/news/FTA-makes-grants-available-for-TOD-planning--54755?email=stacey.hendlerross@vta.org&utm_medium=email&utm_source=prdailynews&utm_campaign=prdailynews5/25/2018
http://www.fta.dot.gov/
https://www.progressiverailroading.com/federal_legislation_regulation/news/%20https:/www.transit.dot.gov/TODPilot
https://www.progressiverailroading.com/federal_legislation_regulation/news/%20https:/www.transit.dot.gov/TODPilot
https://www.transit.dot.gov/funding/applying/notices-funding/pilot-program-transit-oriented-development-tod-planning-2018-notice
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Google unveils broad vision for San Jose's Diridon Station as some community 

members rally to halt the plans (Silicon Valley Business Journal) 

Google has begun to lay out a high-level vision for San Jose’s Diridon Station area, a 240-acre 

swath of land around the city’s primary transit hub where the company has dreams of building 

a massive mixed-use campus. 

But barely as Joe Van Belleghem, senior director of development for Google, cleared his throat 

to start a presentation that would outline a framework for long corridors filled with retail, 

homes, art and a cluster of office buildings, more than a dozen city residents marched in, 

banner and signs in hand. 

“OK now Google, we know you’re bad,” the protesters yelled. “Don’t need you here, we’ve got 

our own, turn around and go home!” 

Protesters Wednesday night halted a public meeting about Google's visions for a new mixed-

use campus in downtown San Jose. 

Those protesters aimed to tell Google they don’t accept the concept of the company settling 

into the Bay Area's largest city, potentially displacing existing residents and driving up rents as 

15,000 to 20,000 well-paid tech workers flood into the area. 

“We won’t be displaced, we won’t be erased,” the group of about 14 cheered. 

The demonstration lasted about 45 minutes, halting discussions until San Jose police officers 

arrived and, after a brief chat, convinced the activists to peacefully escort themselves out of the 

building. Marching out, they promised “we’ll be back.” 

Even so, protesters’ concerns reverberated throughout the meeting. 

A San Jose police officer talks to protesters that halted a public meeting on Wednesday night 

about Google's plans for San Jose . 

Several members of the Station Area Advisory Group remarked that, while Google’s 

presentation did incorporate much of the feedback communities have shared so far, the 

company was still tip-toeing around the elephant in the room: affordable housing and 

preventing displacement. 

“Given the tone and tenor and extent of the concerns that have been addressed since last June 

about housing affordability, housing displacement, about homelessness ,I’m really disappointed 

that you guys kind of stepped around the whole issue,” said Jeffrey Buchanan, director of public 

policy for Working Partnerships USA and SAAG member. “How are you going to address your 

social responsibility for the folks that are going to face displacement?” 

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/05/24/google-downtown-san-jose-diridon-campus-vision.html?ana=e_mc_prem&s=newsletter&ed=2018-05-25&u=oboFmgl6no%2FBUgbE98AM%2Bw0d876644&t=1527266171&j=81795691
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/05/24/google-downtown-san-jose-diridon-campus-vision.html?ana=e_mc_prem&s=newsletter&ed=2018-05-25&u=oboFmgl6no%2FBUgbE98AM%2Bw0d876644&t=1527266171&j=81795691
http://companies.bizjournals.com/profile/google/100651/
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Representatives from Alphabet-owned Google promised to tackle the issue, but offered few 

details on when those considerations would appear in its plans for the station. 

The Mountain View-based tech giant has spent upwards of $250 million assembling land in 

downtown San Jose and is expected to spend at least $67 million more publicly owned 

properties later this year. 

The vision laid out Wednesday night shows that Google’s interest in the Diridon Station area 

extends far past its own properties. The company has sketched out a rough idea of long 

corridors of active, public space. 

It’s a high-level outline shows an attempt at connecting the city’s downtown and west side, 

which today sit divided by Diridon Station, a stout brick transit hub with a slew of fixed-rail 

tracks weaved in. 

“We’ve tremendous amount [of feedback] around connectivity and the opportunity to connect 

broader areas and neighborhoods in San Jose,” Michael Flynn, urban design lead for Google, 

said at the meeting, adding that the group looked at Diridon Station “as an amenity and 

catalyst, not as a barrier or a wall, as it is currently conceived and received from some of the 

adjacent neighborhoods.” 

Google’s vision leaned on the concept of elevated tracks for future high-speed rail trains that 

are expected to one day hurtle into the station. The lifted tracks are a concept for which 

surrounding residents have voiced a preference, Flynn said in an interview after the meeting. 

But Van Belleghem acknowledged during the presentation that the placement of those tracks 

isn’t a decision in Google’s wheelhouse. 

“It’s not our station,” he said. 

The four corridors in Google’s vision would each come with its own theme that will provide a 

framework for design. 

A high-level illustration shows four corridors envisioned by Google for the Diridon Station area, 

each with their own theme and amenities based on public input. 

One would connect the Guadalupe River to the Los Gatos Creek via a green “eco-walk,” while a 

second corridor would create a “social and commercial loop” along Santa Clara Street. 

Meanwhile, a paseo along San Fernando Street would connect the city’s west side into 

downtown, crossing paths with a “cultural and innovation” corridor near the SAP Center that 

would stretch north to south creating a walkway across Highway 280 to a plaza in front of the 

transit hub and “human scale” retail, art and event space. 

“These four corridors for connecting experiences together begins to inform how we would 

begin to think about place here in the Diridon Station area,” Flynn said. 

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Michael%20Flynn


Event space would be concentrated around attractions like the SAP Center, residential units 

and retail would be mixed throughout in a development that Google has estimated could span 

between 6 million square feet and 8 million square feet, all told. 

So, where does Google fit in? 

Likely, the office portion of the development would rise in a single quadrant of the Diridon 

Station area, Van Belleghem told advisory group members Wednesday, but he didn’t specify 

where in the 240 acres the commercial campus might sit. 

“It’s really mixed-use, but trying to concentrate the office in one zone,” he said. “Our people 

work better when we are close together and can collaborate, but we really want that part in 

front of the station to really be the heart where it mixes lots of residential and good retail.” 
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CA: Majority of California Voters Want to Repeal Gas Tax Increase, Poll Finds 

(Mass Transit Magazine) 

 As a new poll found a majority of California voters want to repeal increases to the state's gas 

tax and vehicle fees, Gov. Jerry Brown has begun campaigning to preserve them, arguing the 

sacrifice is needed to fix long-neglected roads and bridges and improve mass transit. 

Repeal of the higher taxes and fees was supported by 51% of registered voters in the state, 

according to a new USC Dornsife/Los Angeles Times statewide poll. 

The survey found 38% of registered voters supported keeping the higher taxes, 9% hadn't heard 

enough to say either way and 2% said they wouldn't vote on the measure. 

The results bode well for a measure that Republican members of Congress hope to place on the 

November statewide ballot that could boost turnout of GOP voters by offering the chance to 

repeal the gas tax increase, said Bob Shrum, director of the Jesse M. Unruh Institute of Politics 

at USC. 

"If it qualifies for the ballot it will be, I suspect, very hard to sustain it," Shrum said of the tax. 

"It's almost dead." 

At issue is Senate Bill 1, approved by the Legislature and governor in April 2017. It raised the gas 

tax by 12 cents per gallon, boosted the diesel fuel tax by 20 cents per gallon and increased 

vehicle fees. The new charges will raise $5.4 billion annually for road and transit projects. 

In launching a campaign to preserve the taxes, Brown has come out swinging, calling the 

proposed repeal initiative "devious and deceptive" in a speech Friday to Southern California 

transportation leaders. 

http://www.masstransitmag.com/news/12413954/majority-of-california-voters-want-to-repeal-gas-tax-increase-poll-finds


"The test of America's strength is whether we defeat this stupid repeal measure, which is 

nothing more than a Republican stunt to get a few of their losers returned to Congress, and 

we're not going to let that happen," Brown told the transportation officials at Union Station in 

Los Angeles. 

The California Transportation Commission has so far allocated $2.7 billion for transportation 

projects throughout California as a result of SB 1, he noted. 

The governor's comments drew a sharp rebuke as "disgraceful name-calling" from Carl DeMaio, 

a Republican leader of the initiative drive who is a former member of the San Diego City 

Council. 

The poll results are encouraging, he said. 

"It just goes to show you that in order for Gov. Jerry Brown and his backers to prevail in keeping 

the tax in place they are going to have to pull out all stops, and the level of dishonesty is going 

to breathtaking," DeMaio said. 

The governor and other supporters of the tax "might have a chance" to succeed, Shrum said, if 

they make the question about safe bridges, fixing the state's crumbling roads and boosting the 

economy. 

That is the tactic that seems to be emerging. 

Caltrans officials held a press conference Tuesday in Oxnard to announce $68.6 million in SB 1 

funds to build an overpass for Rice Avenue over busy rail tracks. 

The project will end delays as cars wait for trains to pass and make safer an intersection that 

has been identified as one of the most dangerous in the state, officials said. 

Brown had planned to attend the Oxnard event, but his flight from Sacramento was delayed. 

The governor plans similar events throughout the state, aides said, and he made his case to 

reporters in a conference call. 

"It's great to recognize this, one of many projects that SB 1 is going to finance," Brown said. "It's 

going to save lives. It's going to make commuting and traveling easier and safer." 

That supporters of the tax are addressing voters outside of Los Angeles and San Francisco is also 

noteworthy. The poll found only 44% of voters in Los Angeles want to repeal the tax, but the 

number goes to 55% in the suburbs, 56% in the state's Central Valley and 64% in Orange and 

San Diego counties and the Inland Empire. 

Shrum said supporters of the tax should be concerned about the level of opposition by voters, 

including the poll findings that half of Latino voters want to repeal the taxes. "That's not a 

promising number, given you have to use a Democratic base" to mount a campaign to keep the 

tax, he said. 



"If Democrats are going to save this they are going to have to spend a lot of money," Shrum 

added. 

Hoping to boost turnout of GOP voters, Republican leaders providing major funding of the 

repeal initiative include House Speaker Paul D. Ryan of Wisconsin, House Majority Whip Steve 

Scalise of Louisiana and House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy of Bakersfield, who, because he 

is poised to be the next speaker, has a lot on the line when it comes to who controls Congress. 

The campaign against the initiative is backed by a coalition of deep-pocketed big business that 

often align with Republicans to fight higher taxes, and also has support from labor, law 

enforcement and cities. 

The "Fix Our Roads" coalition fighting repeal includes the Los Angeles Area Chamber of 

Commerce, the Bay Area Council, the Silicon Valley Leadership Group, the League of California 

Cities, the State Building & Construction Trades Council of California and the California Assn. of 

Highway Patrolmen. 

A political committee set up to fight any attempt to repeal the gas tax has raised more than $1 

million so far. 

The poll did not shake the confidence of anti-repeal coalition leader Michael Quigley, executive 

director of the California Alliance for Jobs. 

"This campaign will be about whether voters want to rip away thousands of local projects, 

whether they want unsafe, congested roads, and whether they want to let partisan politicians 

take us backward," Quigley said. 

The governor's leading role could help to keep the gas tax on the books, but his ability to assist 

is limited, said Mike Murphy, a Republican strategist and consultant to the poll. "The governor's 

numbers aren't what they used to be." 

The poll found that 48% of voters approved of the job Brown has done and 40% disapproved. 

The online survey was conducted from April 18 to May 18 and included 691 registered voters. 

The overall margin of sampling error is plus or minus 4 percentage points. 
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As bullet train costs rise, only 31% of California voters want to keep paying for 

it                                                                                                                                (Los Angeles Times) 

Californians still support the concept of a bullet train from Los Angeles to San Francisco, but 

after months of troubling disclosures about the project's cost and schedule, just 31% of voters 

across the state want to keep building it, according to a USC Dornsife/Los Angeles Times poll. 

http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-ca-usc-poll-bullet-train-20180525-story.html
http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-ca-usc-poll-bullet-train-20180525-story.html


The survey confirmed what has been consistent in California public opinion for half a decade: 

The public has never abandoned its dream of a high-speed transportation system but rejects 

the rail authority's performance in building it. 

One of the project's challenges revealed by the poll is a deep geographic divide. Bay Area 

voters, who would get the biggest and earliest benefits of the project, are its strongest 

supporters. A smaller majority support it in Los Angeles, while most respondents in San Diego 

and Orange counties are opposed. The Central Valley, which is seeing a construction industry 

employment boost but also suffering through widespread disruption, has the largest pool of 

opposition. 

About 48% of the poll's 835 respondents said that in general they strongly or somewhat 

support the project, while 43% oppose it. USC poll director Jill Darling said those are not strong 

numbers of support or opposition, given the poll's margin of error of 4 percentage points. 

But when asked in a second question whether they would stop the project, given that the cost 

has doubled to $77 billion and the schedule has stretched to 2033, just 31% said they would 

keep going and 49% said they would halt construction. A sizable 19% did not know what to do 

about the problems. 

Whether the vagaries of public opinion could alter the course of the project is doubtful, given 

the strong support from Gov. Jerry Brown, big-city mayors, legislative leaders, transportation 

officials, organized labor, the construction industry and engineering consultants across the 

state. 

A 2012 poll by The Times and USC just before a key vote in the Legislature showed 59% of 

voters would oppose the bond measure that was passed in 2008 to fund the project if it were 

put back on the ballot. Shortly after, the Legislature passed and Brown signed a multibillion-

dollar appropriation out of the bond measure to start construction. 

The rail authority's new chief executive, Brian Kelly, said he sees some good news in the most 

recent polls. 

"This poll appears to show that even after the authority just laid out the key challenges for the 

project related to schedule and cost, more Californians continue to support the concept of 

high-speed rail than not," Kelly said in a statement. "That finding is consistent with another 

recent poll in March from the Public Policy Institute of California. Our job is to deliver this 

project which will provide Californians with mobility, environmental and economic benefits. 

That is what we are focused on doing." 

Kelly and other rail officials say the project is fully inclusive of all of the state's major regions, 

but an increasing number of Southern Californians appears to question whether the balance is 

fair. 



Under a draft 2018 business plan, the California High-Speed Rail Authority is committed to 

helping create a 70-mile electrically powered commuter train route from Gilroy to San 

Francisco, building a massive train station in downtown San Francisco and making other 

investments. The first partial operating segment would start in the Bay Area and run to the 

Central Valley. 

By contrast, the project in Southern California is funding improvement for a freight railroad 

crossing south of downtown Los Angeles and redesigning tracks at Union Station. Though those 

are important, they don't have the scale or impact of the Bay Area projects. And there is no 

funding in sight for a bullet train connection to Southern California. 

Such disparities could jeopardize public support for the project, said Martin Wachs, a member 

of a peer review panel that oversees the project and a UCLA transportation expert. This year, 

Anthony Rendon, speaker of the state Assembly, said he is concerned about the spending 

disparity given that the project does not have enough funding to complete its plan. 

Darling, the USC survey director, said that the findings reflect already weak support in Southern 

California and that if voters become aware of the possibility that the rail may never reach their 

area, support could evaporate. Just 27% of poll respondents in the Bay Area said they would 

stop the project, compared with 41% in Los Angeles, 56% in San Diego and Orange counties and 

64% in the Central Valley. 

"Is the higher support in the north the result of more spending there or a more liberal and 

environmentally minded electorate?" Wachs said. "It is likely both." 

Richard Katz, former Democratic majority leader in the Assembly and a longtime Southern 

California transportation official, said the Bay Area popped ahead early in the program when 

House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-San Francisco) said she wanted to draw funding from 

the project for the Transbay Transit Center, the bullet train's future terminus in San Francisco. 

The concentration of power by Pelosi, Sen. Dianne Feinstein, former Sen. Barbara Boxer and 

Brown gave the Bay Area an advantage, Katz said. 

Tom Umberg, who chaired the rail authority's board of directors before current leader Dan 

Richard and is now a state Senate candidate in Orange County, said, "One of my challenges is to 

make sure we get our fair share of the benefits." 

A geographic disparity in rail spending is a new political problem for the state and contrasts 

sharply with highway spending, which is funded by mandated revenue sources, said Art Bauer, 

a former state Senate staffer who participated in the early formulation of the high-speed rail 

project. 

"The highway program is a like a river, and all the local governments have water rights along it," 

Bauer said. "The program is designed to trend toward equity. This rail program has become 'I 

have mine and you can't have yours.' " 
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Opinion: Why it’s time to get on board high-speed rail project (Mercury News) 

By Rod Diridon 

Last week, the California High-Speed Rail Authority’s Board met in San Jose and adopted its 

long-anticipated, comprehensive 2018 Business Plan. That culminating action is the result of an 

extended, transparent, and comprehensive evaluation of challenges the Authority faces in 

building the nation’s first high-speed rail system. The plan addresses and remediates each of 

those challenges creating a program worthy of public trust as construction progresses from the 

Central Valley toward Silicon Valley. 

The Authority is determined to construct a high-speed rail system that will reconnect the state, 

link economies and fundamentally modernize and improve travel in California. Like many 

transformative projects, this epic effort has faced cost, scheduling, and scoping challenges. The 

new Business Plan maps a viable path to deliver the initial segment, operable without 

government subsidy, between Silicon Valley and the Central Valley in the coming decade. 

Over the years, the project has attracted some detractors. Naysayers are not unusual for iconic, 

transformative infrastructure projects, but are short-sighted. Last week’s discussion was no 

exception.  The same small group as in prior years testified to their opposition to having the 

train run through their neighborhoods. Currently only two of the more than  30 towns and 

cities between Gilroy and San Francisco oppose the project. The Authority continues to attempt 

to meet their concerns but must move ahead. This project must not be side-tracked any longer. 

Indeed, the Golden Gate Bridge was viewed as an “upside-down rat trap” that would mar the 

beauty of the San Francisco Bay and was opposed by over 2,300 lawsuit. Today, the Golden 

Gate Bridge is not only considered one the world’s most iconic landmarks, it is also a symbol of 

engineering ingenuity. The Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system was at first widely considered 

a train to nowhere. Today, BART is the single most important rail transportation system in the 

Bay Area, with rail service now expanding throughout the region. Large infrastructure projects 

are not easy. They require determination and vision by the designers and builders as well as the 

public. And, according to the latest Public Policy Institute of California survey, our state’s 

visionary public’s support for the project has risen to over 60 percent in the Bay Area and more 

than 50 percent statewide. 

As the Authority lays the foundation for high-speed rail service, it continues to fulfill its 

commitment to support the following rail modernization, bookend projects in the south and 

north state. Earlier this month, the Authority and the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation 

Authority entered into an agreement that allocates $76.1 million in Proposition 1A bonds to 

fund a vital grade separation project in the city of Santa Fe Springs. Other upgrades of the 

https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/05/24/opinion-why-its-time-to-get-on-board-high-speed-rail-project/


Burbank to Anaheim Metro Link system are in planning preparing for joint high-speed rail 

usage. 

Similarly, the Authority has allocated $713 million from Prop 1A to support the Caltrain 

Electrification Project now in process. That project allows for the future integration of the high-

speed rail system on the 51-mile Caltrain Corridor from San Francisco to Tamian Station in 

south central San Jose. 

The 2018 Business Plan, approved unanimously by the Authority’s board last week,  is straight 

talk. This mega-project has challenges that the Authority has realistic plans to overcome. Our 

state is now the world’s fifth largest economy. We can afford, indeed, can’t survive without this 

world-class high-speed rail system so badly needed by Silicon Valley.  The project is under 

construction.  So, to avoid more delays and added costs, it’s time for us all to either get on 

board or get out of the way. All aboard. 
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Letter: Regional Measure 3 is unfair (Benicia Herald) 

There is a massive disinformation campaign going on, paid for by Facebook, Google and other 

big businesses, trying to convince you that passing Regional Measure 3 will reduce traffic (It 

won’t). But RM3 puts an unfair, regressive tax on working people who have to cross bridges to 

get to work. 

RM3 will cost workers $,2500 per year (including the payroll and income tax they pay to earn 

the toll money). Families with two workers crossing bridges will pay $5,000 per year. Only 10 

percent of car commuters use bridges, so the tax burden falls on the few commuters who 

cannot afford to live closer to work! And RM3 won’t reduce traffic in any measurable way. 

The promoters are shameless in their claims that the money will go to reducing traffic. How will 

$150 million for Bay Trails or $50 million for new Clipper Card machines or $500 million for 

“helping (sic)” to replace 300 BART trains reduce traffic? Even their “300 replacement trains” is 

designed to mislead, as replacement trains run well over $3 million each. 

RM3 gives dozens of projects about 2 to 10 percent of the total needed, so nothing of use will 

be completed from this outrageous tax. Examples are everywhere: $100 million won’t pay for 

much “flood protection and mobility improvements on Highway 37” (a $4 billion project); nor 

will $375 million pay for the BART extension to Silicon Valley (a $5 billion project supposed to 

be paid from existing taxes); nor will $325 million pay for the Caltrain extension to the TransBay 

center, a $6.2 billion project. It goes on and on like that. Express lanes get $300 million and will 

actually promote more single person commuting, but it won’t buy much: CalTrans just spent 

$110 million for 11 miles of I680 Express lanes (8 miles of which were conversion of existing 

HOV lanes). 

Worse, they hide the money! RM3 lists $4.5 billion for projects over 25 years, while collecting 

more than $380 million per year from working people who cross bridges! What?? More than 

$10 billion collected for $4.5 billion in projects?? Wait, read the fine print: $1.5 billion goes for 

http://beniciaheraldonline.com/letter-regional-measure-3-is-unfair/


“operating costs” to BART and MTC, the most wasteful agencies in the Bay Area. That leaves 

over $4 billion unaccounted for; where does that go? Wall Street bond holders? They won’t say. 

Not surprising with supporters like BART, MTC and Facebook. 

RM3 is a fraud and will increase inequality by taxing a few working people. There are better 

ways to deal with traffic and transportation, like a parking space tax on Google, Facebook and 

other businesses that caused the traffic jams. Join Progressive Democrats and conservative 

Republicans alike and VOTE NO ON RM3. 

Greg Gartrell, 

Benicia 
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From: VTA Board Secretary  
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2018 4:47 PM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: From VTA: Resignation of CAC/CWC Chairperson Sharon Fredlund 
Importance: High 
 

VTA Board of Directors: 

 

Please see attached Letter of Resignation from Citizens Advisory Committee/2000 Measure A 

Citizens Watchdog Committee (CAC/CWC) Chairperson Sharon Fredlund. 

 

Thank you. 

 
 
VTA Office of the Board Secretary 
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 
3331 North First Street, Building B-1 
San Jose, CA 95134-1927 
Phone: 408-321-5680 
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